EDITORIAL COMMENTS:

The reviewers comments have been answered but instead of that I put some more suggestions to be incorporated in this manuscript.

1. design:A (please provide space between these words).

2. Four varieties of local and two varieties of foreign sorghum were planted, (here the author has not mentioned that from where these verities were obtained).

3. Syncephalastrumspp. Correct space

4. PDA ? Please define completely first.

5. Rajyalakshmi et al. [2], correct space

6. In result and discussion section please abbreviate all the bacterial and fungal isolates like Penicillium ocalicum should be P. ocalicum. You have already written completely in the abstract section.

7. I suggest the author to proof read the paper along with reference section and remove all the formatting and space issues.

Author's feedback:

1. Space has already been provided (design: A)

2. The places which the sorghum varieties has been mentioned. Local varieties were obtained from market in Ado-Ekiti, Nigeria, and the for varieties were obtained from Aberystwyth University, United Kingdom

3. Space was corrected Syncephalastrum spp.

4. Completely defined Potato Dextrose Agar (PDA) and has been incorporated

5. Space was corrected Rajyalakshmi et al.

6. The correct abbreviations has been used

7. The paper has been proof read